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RESOLUTION # 23 
Discrimination 
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DATE : 
varE : 
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3/8/77 
6 - 10 - 2 
Whereas it 1s state and national law that any means of 
discrimination against any individual or group shall constitute an 
illegal act , and 
Because WKU must therefore adhere to this law or be suseptible 
to the law, and 
Since it has been stated that the school newsoaper, The Herald 
has discriminated against certain minority ~roups by not representing 
their activities and interests 1n areas such as : 
1 . This year's homecoming pageant, where the winners picture 
was several times smaller 1n size as compared to orevlous 
pa~eants, and the write-up on the winner wasn't nearly 
as long or as informative as 1n previous year . 
2 . Other assorted activities where very few photographs , 
if any, were published . 
Another examole of discrimination is in a oricess known as 
nhair straightening" . This is the process whereby certain minority 
groups students press their hair with irons. Because of certain 
reasons , mainly the availability of stoves and sinks being 1n the 
same location, the ideal place to do this is in the kitchens of the 
dorms. This caused considerable turmoil , because other students 
felt this was repulsive . None the less, the students should not 
be stopped from strai~htening their hair in the dorm kitchens 
simoly because the majority of the students who don ' t need to do this 
dislike the act . 
Another example of discrimination is in the cheerleader 
selections . There are tryouts for cheering with the board consisting 
of no blacks which is obviously a form of discrimination . 
There are numerous other exmaples , and though all examples 
are pertinent, the author believes that the administration 1s 
responsible for resolvin~ what individuals and organizations are 
responsible for acts of discrimination , and enforcing the previously 
stated law . 
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